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Cloud provider Vault says tech exports affected by encryption law
ASD-certified Protected cloud provider Vault claims the export of its technology has been affected by
perceptions about the encryption law which was passed by the Australian Parliament on 6 December
last year.
Vertel, Virtutel partner on NBN Ethernet reseller deal
Australian telecommunications carrier Vertel is partnering with fellow telecoms carrier Virtutel to
resell NBN enterprise ethernet throughout regional Australia.
Aruba deploys SD-WAN for City of Whittlesea
Network solutions provider Aruba has deployed its SD-WAN solution across 15 branch offices of
Victorian local government body, the City of Whittlesea.
Victoria provides $3.5m for connected vehicle trials to begin 'soon'
The Victoria Government will provide $3.5 million for testing connected and automated vehicle
technology on roads in the state, with the aim of making roads in the state safer.
Vorpal, AT&T and Microsoft look at stopping drone air mishaps
Drone detection and geolocation tracking solution provider Vorpal is collaborating with Microsoft and
AT&T to try and develop a means of stopping air mishaps being caused by drones around areas where
civilians are present.
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